Match fee: $15
Young guns 8 to 16 shoot free
Family friendly
Location:
D Range
Time:
8 to 8:30 registration
8:30 safety brief
9:00 start
Divisions (see rules for details):
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Open
Base
Young guns 8 to 16 (can use open rifles)
Ladies (can use open rifles)
Air rifle
a. Must be 30 caliber mass production projectiles

Match Description:
1)
2)
3)
4)

5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)
11)

5 NRL stages with 10 rounds per stage plus any supplemental courses of fire (side stages)
If you’d like to try it and don’t have a 22 LR let us know and we’ll provide one
120 seconds par time per stage
Targets from 25 to 100 yards
a. Helpful to have scope that has parallax down to 25 yards
b. Drop data can be provided to you
Targets generally range from 6” down to 1/4 “, KYL, paper, targets at varying distances
2 prone stages, 1 positional (sitting kneeling etc.), 1 barricade, 1 repeat of any of the preceding
Standardized monthly course of fire for entire country (check NRL website)
Prize table match. Class winners get entered into a monthly YouTube live drawing for prizes
Side stages sponsored by Precision Tactical (when possible)
Participants who choose to register with NRL ($75)($25 kids) accrue points and can qualify for national match to
be held in Tennessee in 2020. All clubs get spots
Compete against shooters across the country

Rules:
https://nationalrifleleague.org/rules/
Background:

Precision rifle shooting:

NRL is the premier precision rifle advocacy & support organization.
We are a non-profit engine of impacts that empowers organizations and athletes in precision rifle by providing
education and opportunities for growth.
Precision rifle shooting has exponentially grown over the past few years with NRL at its forefront and we look to lead
the way into the future for everyone wanting to participate in this sport.
Matches:
It is the goal of the NRL to help produce the best long range precision matches in the nation. Through our alliances
with match directors we have developed a method to produce better matches with less confusion for a superior
experience.
Competitors:
The competitors in our sport come from all walks of life, from doctors to farmers, students to retired military. It is
this diversity that makes our sport so unique. It is a goal for the NRL to help develop and foster these relationships
through specialized mentor programs and opportunities.
Fundamentals review:
https://forum.snipershide.com/threads/fundamentals-of-marksmanship.123/
1) Aim
2) Breathing control
3) Control aim
4) Trigger control
5) Follow through
B.R.A.S.S.
Breathe, relax, aim, squeeze the trigger, squeeze more (for follow through)

